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HOW TO DAYLIGHY A MUSEUM
“So this is a kind of invention that comes out of the desire
to have natural light. Because it is the light the painter
used to paint his painting. And artificial light is a static
light . . . where natural light is a light of mood . . . the
painting must reveal itself in different aspects if the moods
of light are included in its viewing, in its seeing. I think
that’s the nature, really, of a place where you see
paintings.” —Louis Kahn, Light is the Theme.
Orientation
North: walls are always in shadow, exept the earlier hours of a day in winter and the latest 
hours of afternoon in Summer, generally wind is strong on Northern side of a building, the 
light is always indirect, because is reflected by sky. On Northern side there is the better 
diffused daylight.
East: Sun rays are very low at horizon so they penetrate deeply inside rooms from dawn 
till midday, and during Summer they are not so warm.
South:Sun rays have a great inclination in Summer time (70°), then it is reduced in Winter 
(20°). There are no cold wind on south, and the temperature is quiet both in Winter and 
Summer. The sun action begins at 9.00 a.m.  and ends at 18.00 p.m. During Summer is 
hot on West and glare effect is present.
West: Tis side is characterised by deep sunrays in afternoons, the temperature is high 
during summer. The sun action begins at 12.00 a.m. And ends at 8.00 p.m.
Picture 1: Kimbell Art  Museum- Louis Kahn- Forth Worth Texas

Generally, there are some basic principles to follow and some aspects to consider when 
daylighting a museum. The following list should help get you started:
• Direct sunlight should be avoided completely in display spaces.
• UV exposure should be limited using UV filters. These filters can be built into the glazing 
and should be specified appropriately.
• There are 3 ways to bring daylight into a space:
• Side lighting—windows, etc.
• Top lighting—skylights, light wells, etc.
• Reflected light technique—clerestories, lightshelves,  shading systems (interior and 
exterior),etc.
SIDE LIGHTING
During times this type of lighting revealed its insuffiscience, above all in case of large 
exibition rooms, as a matter of fact the source of light put in the lower part of a lateral  wall, 
produces a drop shadow  by the observer on the object, or it can generate glare  
phenomenons. Besides windows on lateral walls reduce  surfaces  of exposistion. 
For a room East, South and West oriented it's better to choose vertical windows, because 
the sun is high and its rays can arrive deeply inside.
Figure 2: General rule for a good distribution of 
lighting in a room

For room North oriented it's better to use orizontal windows that capture sun rays in the 
last hour of a day, besides north window give an equable lighting during the day long.
IESNA Museum and Art Gallery Lighting: A Recommended Practice, p. 32
In the northern hemisphere window walls in a museum should face north.
Carlo Mollino in 1950' design a special device in order to use dual lateral lighting in a 
museum, in this case daylight,  reflected by some oriented  wings , arrives on the pictures 
with a constant inclination of 30°, without any reflexions. The light is always reflected by 
the opaque chalk  prismatic ceiling, and not diffused,  or  scattered on the floor , lighting  is 
simply directed toward walls with a special angle by an electic phootocell, the action is  
generated by a remote control.
Figure 3: Arch. Carlo mollino- Section of exibition rooms- Project of Modern Art Gallety -Torino- 
Italy 1950
Figure 4: Dual lateral lighting: A transparent 
glass; B: opaline glass; C: soffit of the vault 
painted in white
The two walls are put  at  distance of 1,80 meter,  the roof allows air circulation but avoids 
direct solare rays. The external wall  regulates sun access, the glare is modified by the 
presence of this wall,  the view is allowed and the fragmented effect of glare due to the use 
of brise soleil is avoided too.
 TOP LIGHTING
Natural indirect light represents a way to break the monotony in Northern lighting. The aim 
is always to compel the direct arrive of solar rays both in top lighting and side lighting.
Figure 5: 1960 American consulate - Luanda - Angola, never built- Louis 
Kahan
Picture 6: Renzo Piano : Huston Museum
Figure 7: A principle of reflecting wall , on a Southern opening equipped with blades; 
B  principle of reflecting wall , on a Northern opening, the wall shield captures solar 
rays,m  directed toward the opening, avoiding blades

Picture 8: Carlo Scarpa: Gipsoteca a  
Possagno
Picture 10: Carlo Scarpa : Gispoteca a Possagno
Picture 9: Carlo Scarpa : 
Gipsoteca a Possagno
Illustrazione 11: Arch. Kenzo Tange : Picture and section of the olimpionic 
stadium in Tokio 1964


Picture 12: Aerial view of the 
1000 skylightsatop the High 
Museum of Art in Atalalnta - 
Renzo Piano
Figure 13: Section through 
one of of the“sails” and 
skylight
Picture 14: Interior of a top floor 
gallery naturally lit by 1000  
skylights
 REFLECTED LIGHT TECHNIQUE
 Some devices, allowing a free vision of outside, are:
• fixed or adjustable reflective strips (interior and exterior) 
• brise soleil; 
• windows on the soffit of the wall;
Some devices don't allow a free perception of outside and are:
• prismatic glass;
• holografic film;
• optical fiber components to transport natural light;
• light pipes;
• Particular glass (Thermochromic, electrochromic, lcd)
Picture 15: Arch. Peichl- Kunstmuseum- Bonn- Germany
Picture 16: Arch. Peichl- Sezione Kunstmuseum- Bonn- 
Germany
Fixed or adjustable reflective strips
Vertical stripes in Eastern and Western elevations  can better block sun rays, 
arriving inclined to the vertical plane
Figure 17: Horizontal reflecting strips put outside the window 
in order to reflect solar light toward the ceiling 
Picture 19: vertical stripes suitable in 
West and East elevations
Picture 18: The horizontal stipes are 
suitable in Southern elevations
Figure 20: interior blinds  don't avoid heat gain and 
overheathing through the window glass 
Illustrazione 21: Arch. Fagnoni – Rading room of the university library in Florence (ITALY)
Brise soleil
Picture 22: Unité d'Habitation- Le 
Corbusier- Marseille- France
“Solar Shading”, also know as “Brise Soleil”, can be an important part for any building as it 
prevents direct sun glare thus reducing over-heating, which makes a building more energy 
efficient - reducing the energy requirements of the building by up to 15%. 
Solar shading can also reduce solar glare by letting in natural light at the same time as 
reducing  the  contrast  ratios.  This  increases  visual  comfort  that  can  often  lead  to  an 
increase in worker satisfaction and productivity. The principle of Brise soleil is the same of 
previus components, but the relecting sheet is put in an intermediate position of openings. 
The use of brise soleil brings a reduction of natural daylight level together with a better 
distribution of daylight inside the building itself.
The brise soleil on the right is better because avoid the direct entrance of sun rays, and 
send  them deeply toward ceiling, in order to improve interior lighting 
Windows on the soffit of the wall
Generraly  employed  on  south  elevations,  when  a  reduction  of  radiation  is 
required.
Illustrazione 23: brise soleil
Figure 24: Aldo Rossi: Campus - Pesaro 1970
Prismatic glass
These components utilize the characteristic of glass and of transparent plastic elements to 
reflect  several  proportions  of  daylight  depending  ont  the  angle  of  incidence.  The 
transmitted light is directed toward the ceiling thanks to the faceting glass. Anyway these 
elements modify the image of object, for this reason they are utilized in the top part of 
windows. They can increase of 100% the horizontal illuminance in correspondance of the 
wall opposite to the window, and a reduction of 50% nearby the window, thus they are  
used in offices where people work with computers. 
Holographic film
These films change the direction of incident light rays and are put on the surface of glass. 
These  products  are  sensitive  to  the  wavelenght  on  incident  light,  for  this  reason  the 
ultraviolet radiation is stopped (this type of radiation fades furniture, carpets and paper 
contained inside the building). Then if the film is trated it can even stop infrared radiation,  
so the light  is better distributed, meanwhile the  thermal load  is reduced and energy 
saving  is  allowed.  Holographic  films work  with  direct  sun radiation  with  high  angle  of 
inclination, that is in central daylight hours. 
OPTICAL FIBER COMPONENTS TO TRANSPORT NATURAL LIGHT
Optical fiber are generally used in artificial lighting,  they can be used in natural lighting 
too, but they need some devices to concentrate it. These systems transport natural light in 
parts of building lightned only by artificial light. The scheme is made of four parts: a system 
of  solar tracking, an adjustable focus collector with Fresnel lens or mirror duct to transport  
light, and the final diffuser constituted by the end of optical fibers,  wich distribute light with  
60° angle. The optical fiber is a glass cylinder (core) with a specific reflection index (n.1)  
clad by a glass material (cladding)  with reflection index (n.2), the transmission of light is  
due to the total reflection in the interface between core and cladding, thanks to Bruster law.
Only rays with angle from 30° till 40°, will be transmitted, the other ones will  desappear in  
the first centimeters of fiber, for this reason one single fiber can't be used alone,  but some 
fiber bundles are necessary to transport ligth.
LIGHT PIPES
Light pipes are systems transaport daylight indoor, where there is no possibility to have 
natural  light,  they  work  on  light  reflection,  anyway  the  conducts  required  have  big 
dimensions  and they can be put in horizontal or vertical.
Figure 25: Total light reflection in optical fiber
Collector can use mirrors too.
In Manchester airport a mirror on the roof intercepte light and direct it towars a series of  
little  mirrors  and then against  a series of glass tubes in order to spread natural light  
Picture 26: Jean Nouvel- Gallerie Lafayette- Berlin
Figure 27: Manchester airport- light pipe and 
lamp holder
inside.  When it's cloudy a series of lamps controlled by a photocell  repalce gradually 
natural light with artificial light with a gradual passage.
Picture 28: Heliobus system for underground areas
The device allows to distribute natural daylight 37 meters deep inside the building and in 
horizontal direction too. The system has two different inclinations to capture both Summer 
and Winter sun rays, at the end a sort of periscope allow the  view of exterior environment 
to people working underground.
Illustrazione 29: Minnesota Department of 
mining Engeneering
1 Skylights In order to minimize heat loss, skylight consists of clear  thermopane 
assembly with low E coating and width is limited to six feet
2 Motorized Roller Blinds Fabric roller blinds mounted on the inside of each skylight 
above the galleries are controlled automatically by a photosensor located in the skylight in 
order to maintain desired light levels
3 Reflective Light Shaft Six foot wide mirror-lined shafts extend 25’ from the upper floor 
to the lower to propagate light to lower-level rooms
4 Prismatic Diffuser Lens Prismatic acrylic lens at ceiling level helps to diffuse daylight 
across the lower gallery
5 Automated Blinds In side galleries, daylight is brought in through a vertical clerestory 
with automated blinds mounted on the interior of the clerestory
6 Fixed Louvers Wide aluminum louvers, installed at a fixed pitch to prevent direct 
sunlight penetration, are mounted inside the clerestory of the side galleries
7 Electric Lights Most of the electric lights in the galleries are spotlights linked to a 
building management system where curators can decide when to turn the lights on or off, 
based on scheduling, season, time of day, and curatorial specifications
Picture  30: National Gallery of Canada- Moshe Safdie
Particular glass
Thermochromic glass
This glass can vary the absorption of light  depending on external temeperature, it 
is opaque from 10° till 90° , and it is trasnsparent when it is colder. This type of glass is 
usefull during Summer but reduces solar gain during Winter. These glasses are used by 
Arch. Perrault in the National Library in Paris, in the towers containing bokks, but at the 
longitude of Paris they dodn't work.
Electrochromic glass
This glass changes its attitude by an electic impulse , it' s not important to mantain the 
electric field active, to preserve the state, but it's nessecary to give a new electric impulse 
make the glass transparent. These glasses are very expansive and they can support  6000 
electric  passegges,  thus  their  resistance  lasts  three  years.  They  are  utilised  in  car 
production more than in building construction.
 
LCD Glass
This glass is made of a film put inside two glass layers, which  has some voids with lcd. If  
there  is  no  electricity  lcd  generate  daylight  diffusion,  and don't  allow view of  external  
environment, if there is an electric impulse lcd alligned on the same line and make glass 
transparent. In these glasses the electric impulse must be active always in the transparent 
attitude.
• Glazing should eliminate all wavelengths below 400 nm.
From this considerations derive : 
1. To divide exibitions rooms and of work of art in little and big ones, for little exibition 
rooms is better to use lateral light , for big exposition rooms top lighting; 
Illustrazione 31: arch. Perrault : TGB- 
Paris
2. To hang out pictures on  vertical walls, not inclined walls or supports;
3. To valuate the position in hight of work of art;
The human eye is at about 1,65m from the floor, thus  big  pictures low margin has to be  
put between 0,80 to 1,10 meters from the floor.  Little size pictures has to be put with their  
middle at the same hight of human eye, that is 1,65 meter starting from  the floor.
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